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red hat enterprise linux 7.2 was developed and is being maintained by red hat. red hat has community partners within the red hat group who are responsible for the day-to-day maintenance of the linux kernel, x.org, some of the rpm packages, and other subsystems. for the same reasons, it is also true that oss is in the
business of providing a closed-source alternative. in this sense, it is similar to proprietary software, which provides a competing product to the existing proprietary product. each of them has a kind of "market share", particularly by virtue of influencing (or even requiring) the adoption of certain hardware/software

options. as a practical matter, oss is primarily used by software developers and users. many of these users have interest in the oss being free. for them, the cost and hassle of doing the upgrade are minor compared to the cost and hassle of an alternative system (what if the computer fails or the network fails or the
electricity goes off?). proprietary alternatives exist to address these concerns, since they have a vested interest in the market. for developers, oss provides a convenient way to build and test their product. if they plan to release their product as oss themselves, they will be providing their own support to ensure the
software is maintained up to date. the software version for the latest stable release will be maintained, and will be in sync with the latest software available from the repo. any problems can and will be fixed. the upside is that developers can keep their product current, knowing that the associated support will be

provided in perpetuity. the downside is that they will be selling their own support.
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at the same time, oss can be used in ways that do not necessarily meet the intent of the license. many users, particularly embedded developers, can't or don't want to pay for (or aren't permitted to pay for) the support that red hat enterprise linux provides. while red hat linux doesn't "strip" functionality that is available
with the linux kernel (which is the oss license that many people use), it is up to the upstream distributor of the oss kernel to determine what features are available. a lot of the time, oss kernel users can get most of the features that they need without paying extra for red hat enterprise linux. consider a linux distribution,
distrowatch.com or distrowatch.com . if a user wants a desktop environment like gnome, kde, or xfce, then the minimum is to get the desktop environment (de) package for the distribution; most people consider the de a basic requirement for a linux system. many modern operating systems are modular, which makes
the arguments for separating security from much of the rest of the system to be less compelling. advantages: the security components are well-isolated. if the security is well-isolated and plays well with other components, it can be developed without other parts of the system as potential risks. the security components
are developed to work with other components, minimizing the risk of linkage attacks. the security components are tested independently of non-security components. other operating systems may have similarly complicated security models. linux provides kernel virtualization for most of the system. security updates are
made with a relatively simple patching mechanism, and must be applied in a relatively simple manner. updates can be made on any machine, so the system is stable and secure when updates are being developed on different machines. there is some overhead because the patches are downloaded and applied to the

kernel, but this overhead is much less than in the case of windows. 5ec8ef588b
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